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Meet the GreenTree Staff Staff Favorite: 
 

Sirah loves 
Grape Chia 
Kombucha. 

 

Why does she 
love it?   

“It makes me 
feel energized 
and feels like 
Jell-o when I 

drink it!” 

Cover photo by: This work is in the public domain in the United States because it is a work prepared by an officer or employee of the United States Government.  

 

 

Staff Favorite: 
 

Stacy loves Zico 
chocolate 

coconut water. 
 

Why does she 
love it?   

“Because you get 
the benefits of 
coconut water 
with delicious 

chocolate flavor!” 

Staff Favorite: 
 

Chris loves Total 
Sublingual B-12 

drops. 
 

Why does he 
love it?   

“It’s easy to 
use and it’s a 
great value 

for the 
price!” 
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Our building is a dump. Don’t 
get me wrong, I love this place. 
It’s the first place I brought my 
son when he was just over a 
week old. I met my husband 
here, and some of my best 
friends too. I have to force 
myself to see flaws like the 
weeds out front or cracks in the 
sidewalk, because 214 N. 
Franklin has permanent 
residency in my heart. But if I 
were to score facility efficiency 
and safety on a scale of 1 to 10, 
we’d be at about a 2. Why is that 
you ask? Here’s the short list: 
 

1. As you might have noticed, 
we don’t have a loading dock 
which means we receive pallets 
of product on the street and 
bring them in through the front 
door. 
2. Our staff break room is also 
the office or the greenhouse or 
the picnic table, depending on 
the season. 
3. There is no private space for 
evaluations, interviews, or 
phone calls. 
4.   We have a limited amount of 
work and back stock space. 
 

I don’t want to bombard you 
with a laundry list of 
complaints. There are plenty of 
perks to working at GreenTree: 
the food, the community of 
people and producers, the 
wonderful staff, the collective 
history, and the future 
possibilities. Crappy facilities, 
however, put a lot of pressure on 
other parts of the organization—
especially finances and 
personnel. 
 

But our leadership mantra tells 
us to “Come with a solution, not 
a problem.” And what a solution 
we’ve got! 
 

Since late 2010, the Board and 
staff have been working on an 

expansion/
relocation project. Each day we get 
a little bit closer to making that 
dream a reality. At our Annual 
Owner Meeting, the GreenTree 
Board of Directors approved the 
expense of a Market Study. 
Basically, we have  hired a 
consultant to do an analysis of the 
natural foods market in Mount 
Pleasant. The consultant will look 
at our current sales data, our trade 
area, other grocery stores located in 
Mount Pleasant, population, 
demographics, and household 
penetration. At the end, we’ll get a 
report that says whether or not 
Mount Pleasant would support a 
store of the size we’re looking to 
build. It’s also part of due diligence 
when we are ready to seek 
financing.  
 

Meanwhile, we keep moving along 
in our plans for relocation because 
we believe the answer will be a 
clear and resounding, “YES! 
Mount Pleasant is ready for a 
larger Co-op.” We could be serving 
more of the community and have 
more of an impact on the economy 
if we were in a location that was 
more accessible and visible. So, 
we’re investing more in staff 
development than we ever have 
before. We’re attending 
conferences, seminars, and visiting 
other Co-ops. Check out some of 
our pictures from our recent visit 
to Kalamazoo People’s Food Co-op. 
They moved from their 784 square 
foot store last year into a brand 
new building quadruple the size. 
 

We should have the results of our 
Market Study soon, so watch for 
more updates as our expansion and 
relocation plans progress. And if 
you have concerns, questions, or 
suggestions, feel free to share. My 
email is: sarah@greentree.coop, or 
you can join us at one of our 
upcoming board meetings. 

Facilities, Feasibility, & the Future 
  

By Sarah Christensen, General Manager, CoBy Sarah Christensen, General Manager, Co--op Ownerop Owner  
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What Exactly Is Soap Anyway? 
        By Dawn Sandahl, Wellness Buyer, Co-op Owner 

Soap was first 
discovered a few 

thousand years ago. Nobody is sure 
exactly where or when, and perhaps it 
occurred separately in several parts of 
the world. One legend says that soap 
was first discovered in ancient Rome. 
Animals were sacrificed on Mount 
Sapo, and their ashes and 
fats washed down to the 
Tiber River when it 
rained. Supposedly, 
women washing clothes in 
the river noticed their 
clothes were cleaner than 
anywhere else. 
 

Whatever the origin, soap 
has many forms today. In 
this article I will define 
soap: natural soap, castile 
soap, glycerin soap, and discuss 
detergent bars. 
 

Natural soap is the only true soap. It’s 
formed by a chemical reaction that 
occurs when oils are combined with a 
lye/water mixture. I’m a soap-maker, so 
I know the process well. Lye (sodium 
hydroxide) is strongly alkaline, and 
splits the oils into glycerin and fatty 
acid chains. The lye attaches to fatty 
acids and forms neutralized salt 
molecules—soap! For example, if you 
see “sodium cocoate” on a soap label, it 
means one of the oil ingredients was 
coconut oil (cocoate), which combined 
with lye to form a salt (sodium). 

Despite lye’s caustic nature, it’s only the 
catalyst for soap making and is entirely 
used up during the process. 
 

The soap molecule is polar. One end 
bonds to oil; the other end dissolves in 
water, washing away dirt and oil. 
Natural soaps, however, aren’t drying 

like many 
people think; 
the protective 
oils in the 
skin are left 
intact. And 
glycerin is a 
humectant, 
meaning that 
it pulls 
moisture from 
the air, 
hydrating skin 

cells. 
 

Castile soap refers to a region of what is 
now Spain, where guilds first made soap 
out of vegetable oils (olive) instead of 
animal fat scraps. Today, Castile soap 
usually refers to liquid soaps like Dr. 
Bronner’s, which are made in the same 
way as bar soap, except with potassium 
hydroxide and a higher water content. 
Plant ashes contain potassium 
hydroxide, and soap can spontaneously 
occur when combined with oil and 
water. This is probably what inspired 
the story of Mt. Sapo! 
 

Glycerin soap is often clear and very 

mild on the skin. It’s also created in the 
same way as natural bar soap, but with 
alcohol added to create more glycerin 
molecules. This kind of soap is great for 
dry or sensitive skin. 
 

Most of what is called soap in the U.S. 
is in fact detergent bars, typically 
comprised of petroleum, chemical 
polarizing agents, and sudsing agents 
like Sodium Lauryl Sulfate (SLS). 
Detergent bars aren’t really soap. They 
start off like natural soap, but any 
glycerin has been removed and sold 
separately because it fetches a higher 
price than soap. Essentially, these bars 
are leftovers of the glycerin-making 
process, and doctored to act like soap! 
The artificial polar molecules strip away 
natural oil- and PH-levels in the skin 
and leave a residue.  
 

Most shampoos, body soaps, and 
toothpastes sold in the U.S. are 
synthetic detergents made from non-
renewable resources like petroleum that 
pollute already damaged water systems 
and may contain carcinogens. Triclosan 
in anti-bacterial soaps contributes to the 
formation of antibiotic-resistant 
bacteria, when soap is naturally anti-
bacterial. SLS is absorbed into many 
tissues in the body, as well as artificial 
fragrances and colors, DEA, MEA, 
TEA… the list is long. 
 
 

Continued on page 10… 

This crock pot 
mulled cider recipe 
is spiced with three 

of the most popular spices in our bulk 
herbs and spices department: ginger, 
cinnamon, and cloves.  I have made this 
recipe many times and each time I love 
it for the comforting aroma, as well as 
the delicious taste!  It’s a great drink to 
make when you have company coming, 
and it’s a welcome treat when you’ve 
spent a brisk fall afternoon outside.  For 
an extra treat, try pairing it with cake 

donuts or cinnamon tortas. Yum! 
 

Ingredients: 
• 2 qts. apple cider 
• 1/4 cup packed brown sugar (I 
choose not to use this, but some do.) 
• 1/8 tsp. ground ginger 
• 1 orange (unpeeled, washed) 
• 2 cinnamon sticks 
• 1 tsp. whole cloves 

 

Preparation:  
Place cinnamon sticks and cloves in a 

small cheesecloth bag.  Slice the orange 
into 1/2 inch thick slices, peel and all.  
Add the cider, orange, and sugar (if 
using) to the crock pot and then add the 
bag of spices.  Cook 
on low for 2-4 hours 
with the cover on.   
 

When the cider has 
steeped to your 
desired taste, 
remove the bag and 
fill your favorite 
mug.  Enjoy! 

 

Amanda’s Autumn Spiced Cider 
By Amanda Tomczyk, Produce Buyer, Bulk Buyer, Co-op Owner 
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Will California Mandate 
GMO Labeling? 

 

By Lindsey Merkel RD, Deli Coordinator, Co-op Owner 

For Americans, the right to know if a food contains Genetically 
Modified Organisms (GMOs) has so far only been guaranteed by 
purchasing organic food. 
 

A conscious consumer can indeed inspect each individual ingredient 
on a non-organic food package and intuit that if it is a corn, soy, or 
canola product that the food contains GMOs.  This inspection 
process is tedious and relatively challenging for the average 
consumer, as many of us already know.   
i 
Californians will be voting on Proposal 37 this November.  It is an 
initiative to label food that contains GMOs.  If passed, California 
would join the more than 40 other nations that label or ban food 
containing genetically modified ingredients. The summary of the 
proposal, as found on the California Secretary of State’s website 
reads: 

[If passed, this proposal] requires labeling on raw or 
processed food offered for sale to consumers if made from 
plants or animals with genetic material changed in 
specified ways. Prohibits labeling or advertising such food 
as “natural.” Exempts foods that are: certified organic; 
unintentionally produced with genetically engineered 
material; made from animals fed or injected with 
genetically engineered material but not genetically 
engineered themselves; processed with or containing only 
small amounts of genetically engineered ingredients; 
administered for treatment of medical conditions; sold for 
immediate consumption such as in a restaurant; or 
alcoholic beverages. 

i 
The right to know has a storied history of being denied to 
consumers in the United States.   Bills across the nation have been 
and are currently making sluggish headway due to threats of 
immense lawsuits from biotechnology giants.  For more 
information about similar bills in other states, visit http://bit.ly/
ptBgNX.  The Just Label It campaign that started last year has 
collected over one million responses to the FDA in favor of their 
regulation of GMOs, but the voices of many dedicated people have 
fallen on deaf ears and received no attention from this notoriously 
lax regulatory agency. 
i 
Big agriculture and food processors, such as Monsanto and 
Kellogg's, oppose making this information available on food 
packages for fear that informed consumers will be less likely to buy 
their products, according to the Organic Consumers Association 
(organicconsumers.org).  They claim that products with genetically 
modified ingredients are perfectly safe, despite a conspicuous lack of 
thoroughly researched evidence to back their claim.   
i 
Opponents of the proposal claim that if it is passed, food prices and 
taxes (in order to fund the provisions of the proposal) will 
increase.  Organizations involved in writing the language for the 
proposal state that they have written the proposal in such a way that 
food prices will not be affected.   
 

Continued on page 10... 
 

Cafeteria Food 
By Laura Coffee, Marketing and Owner Services 

Manager, Co-op Owner 
 

School lunches have become a controversial topic in 
the last few years, with everyone from Michelle 
Obama to Jamie Oliver standing up and asking for 
change. Luckily, someone was listening.  New 
guidelines were issued in January and officially 
went into effect on July 1st. Schools have 3 years to 
phase in the changes, but many will already be in 
place as the school year begins. According to 
webMD*, the new guidelines mean schools must do 
all of the following:  
 

• Offer a minimum of 8 to 10 ounces of whole 
grains. No more than two desserts a week may be 
used to meet this minimum 

• Offer at least a half cup per week of dark green 
vegetables 

• Offer at least 3/4 cup red/orange vegetables for 
grades K-8, and at least 1 1/4 cups in grades 9-12 

• Offer at least a half cup of beans or peas 
• Offer at least a half cup of starchy vegetables—

there is no limit on starchy vegetables 
• Offer at least a half cup of fruit in grades K-8 and 

at least 1 cup of fruit in grades 9-12 
• Offer at least a half cup (grades K-8) or 3/4 cup 

(grades 9-12) of "other vegetables," which may be 
met with any of the above vegetables except for 
starchy vegetables 

• Allow tofu as a meat alternative 
• Get federal reimbursement only if they offer at 

least a half cup of a fruit or vegetable 
• Contain no fewer than 550 calories for grades K-5, 

600 calories for grades 6-8, and 750 calories for 
grades 9-12 

• Contain no more than 650 calories for grades K-5, 
700 calories for grades 6-8, and 850 calories for 
grades 9-12 

• Obtain less than 10% of total calories from      
iiiiiiisaturated fat 
• Have zero trans fat 
• Limit salt according to grade level 
• Offer at least a cup of low-fat or skim milk 
 

While pizza is considered a vegetable, and there is 
no limit on the number of potatoes that can be 
served, the new plan is still a big step in the right 
direction. School breakfasts will also improve, and 
there will be greater regulation of the foods made 
available in vending machines and from ala-carte 
stands. No matter how you look at it, this is a win 
for kids in communities across the country.     
 
*http://www.webmd.com/parenting/news/20120125/
new-rules-for-lunch-at-schools 
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By Stacy Saul, Merchandising Manager and Grocery Buyer,  Co-op Owner 
 

We are very lucky to live in Mid-Michigan with its bounty of 
agriculture. We’re even luckier to be able to stock a great 
variety of locally grown and produced foods, including meat, 
here at GreenTree.  I recently had an opportunity to go visit all  
four of our local meat producers on a beautiful August 
afternoon. What I found were dedicated, honest, hard working 
men and women who are helping to bring quality meats to our 
Michigan tables.  

My first stop was the farm of Mike Hartzler. He raises 
Scottish Highland cattle on 160 acres of land just northwest of 
Weidman.  His family has owned the farm for 40 years.  He 
and his father Karl Hartzler bought their first cattle eight years 
ago, and now Mike has a heard of 22 animals.   

 

The shaggy 
Scottish Highland 
cattle thrive on 
less than prime 
pasture, don't need 
help while calving, 
and can endure 
cold weather 
temperatures like 
those found here 
during Michigan 
winters.  They are 
all 100% grass fed, 
and receive no 
antibiotics or 
hormones, ever.  

In the winter the cattle are fed from the Hartzler's own 
homegrown organic hay. 
 

My next stop was the Kampf Farm in Rosebush, where I met 
up with Matt Kampf and his flock of 600 sheep and ewes.  
(Ewes are adult female sheep.) Matt had been a dairy farmer 
for many years but decided after dabbling with sheep from the 
1980s through late 90s, that he wanted to go large scale with the 
operation.  About 3 years ago he made the switch.   

Matt currently has three types of sheep: Suffolk, which is a 
black faced old English breed,  as well as Polypay and 
Targhee, which were both developed about 30 years ago in 
the US, and produce great wool.  The farm has been in his 
family for many years, and he owns several fields—
rotating the lambs among them to provide fresh pasture. 

They eat organic grass on each field for a few days before 
being moved to another with the help of his Border Collie, 
Bella.  There are also two donkeys which help with 
security by frightening away intruders such as coyotes. 
 

April through June is the lambing period.  When it begins, 
Matt sleeps in the field each night for six weeks to help 
keep the lambs safe from predators.  It's this kind of 
dedication that makes his meat stand out from the rest. 

Third on the list was Graham's Organics, also located in 
Rosebush.  Jim and Pat Graham started off as conventional 
dairy farmers, before transitioning to an organic cattle herd 
and USDA meat processing plant in 1995.  They currently 
have 250 Black Angus cattle.  The herd is fed with grass or 

On sunny afternoons these shaggy cattle rest in the shade. 

This guy was curious about the camera. 

Matt and Bella heading to work. 

The sheep feel safe with their Guard Donkeys. 

Stacy’s Farm Visits:     
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Time to Meet Your Meat! 
hay from organic pasture year round.  

In addition, Graham’s Organics is home to a flock of 
White Mountain Hubbard chickens.  The birds are 
pasture-fed and moved each day to a fresh area of the field.  
They are supplemented with an organic feed consisting of 
corn, wheat, roasted soybeans, and minerals.  Graham’s 
currently processes about 3500 chickens per year.  Besides 
beef and chicken, they also offer organic turkey and pork.   
 

Pat and Jim have noticed a significant increase in their 
business over the past 2 years.  This may be due to the 
many meat recalls, the “pink slime” scandal,  and media 
attention about organic foods from Dr. OZ and the like. 

My last stop of the day was to Pohl’s Bison in Rosebush. 
The Pohls own 37 acres on which a herd of 44 bison live off 
the grass of their beautiful farm. I was lucky enough to see 
the youngest of the herd, a two day old female!  Jim and 
Krista Pohl started their bison business in June 2009 after a 
trip to Yellowstone National Park where they met up with 
a few wild buffalo.  They decided two weeks later to start a 

bison farm and bought their first three from a farm in Grand 
Rapids. They bought seven more the next year from a farm in 
Bronson, Michigan. The Pohls are members of the National 
Bison Association which prohibits the use of hormones or 
antibiotics. We carry several of their products including: 
ground bison, patties, brats, and stew meat. If you are looking 
for a very lean meat that is high in protein, give Pohl’s bison a 
try!  Tip: Because it is much leaner you may want to experiment with 
lower temperatures or shorter cooking times than you would use for 
similar cuts of beef. 

Here at GreenTree we’re proud and pleased to carry products 
from these environmentally conscious local farmers, and many 
others like them.  Whether it’s milk or meat, eggs or eggplants, 
or peanut butter and jelly, we think it’s important to offer 
foods that take animal welfare, the environment, and the local 
economy into consideration.   

Jim and Pat showed Stacy around. 

The Graham’s cattle have plenty of room to roam. 

Adult male bison regularly reach 6 feet in height. 

They’ve had their snack, now it’s time for a good run. 
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The Facts About Co-ops 
 

By  Laura Coffee, Marketing and Owner Services Manager, Co-op Owner 

If you’re reading this, you probably 
already have some understanding of 
how awesome Co-ops are.  You’ve 
likely experienced the great service, 
local options, and organic-focused 
product selection that helps food Co-ops 
in particular to stand out from the 
crowd.  You may also be aware of the 

overarching cooperative values of 
sustainability and a concern for the 
well-being of employees at all levels. 
 

These traits are extremely important to 
the cooperative model.  They form the 
core of our identity, and they inform 
the decisions we make on a daily basis.  
There’s a problem though.  Knowing 
these wonderful Co-op characteristics 
on a personal level and proving their 
truth to a third party are very different 
things.  That’s where NCGA and the 
Healthy Foods Healthy Communities study 
come into the picture. 
 

GreenTree is a member of the National 
Cooperative Grocers Association 
or NCGA.  NCGA is a Co-op that 
Co-ops can join.  The organization 
is currently composed of 128 food 
cooperatives.  By working together 
as a group, we can negotiate better 
sales with manufacturers and 
distributors.  It also enables us to 
pool our resources and share 
information in a much more 
efficient way.  The Healthy Foods 
Healthy Communities (HFHC) 
study is the most recent 

embodiment of this information 
sharing.   
 

In order to provide grocery Co-ops with 
solid information about their impact on 
employees, the economy, and the 
environment, NCGA partnered with 
the ICA Group.  HFHC compiles the 

data they collected into a single 
document.  The results of the 
study are extremely encouraging, 
and help provide concrete proof 
of Co-ops’ positive effect on 
their communities. 
 

The study looked at five major 
areas of influence: Supporting 
Local Food Systems, 
Employment and Job Quality, 
Economic Impact, 
Environmental 
Stewardship, and 
Promoting Healthy & 
Sustainable Foods.  

Information on  
Co-ops was collected via 
industry data and direct 
surveys, and comparative 
information from conventional 
grocers was gathered from 
publically available 
Sustainability Reports.  HFHC 
found that: 
 

“Cooperatives provide greater 
access to healthy food, create more 
jobs per square foot, return less material to 
the waste stream, are more energy efficient, 
and source a far greater proportion of 
product locally than their conventionally 
structured competitors.”  

How do Co-ops 
do this?  Most of these positive impacts 
are accomplished through a 
combination of purchases, practices, and 
policies.  For example, refrigerated, 
frozen, and grocery sales of organic 
products are about 1.5% of conventional 
grocers sales.  In Co-ops the same 
departments are 48% organic.  This 
helps the environment by reducing the 
amount of pesticides and chemical 
fertilizers needed for food production, 
while also supporting growth of the 
organic industry.  Co-ops also help the 
environment by recycling 74% of their 
food waste, 81% of their plastics, and 
96% of their cardboard, compared to 
36%, 29%, and 91%, respectively, for 
conventional grocers. 

Co-ops also spend 14% more revenue 
locally that conventional grocers.  In 
fact, the study also found that, “For 
every $1,000 a shopper spends at their local 
food Co-op, $1,604 dollars in economic 

activity is generated in their local 
economy – $239 more than if they had 
spent that same $1,000 at a conventional 
grocer in the same community.”  
 

To put it simply, Healthy Foods 
Healthy Communities found there 
really is an advantage to businesses 
that are owned and operated by the 
communities in which they are 
located.  It’s funny to me that 
anyone ever needed proof of the 
idea, but that’s ok.  If they do want 
proof, we’ve got it in spades.   
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The Spa 
Space 

 

 

As the weather cools and it 
becomes necessary to turn on 
the heat, many of us will find 

ourselves facing the prospect of 
a yearly battle with dry, 

cracked skin.  Well, this is a Co-op after all, so what 
better way is there to tackle the problem than by 

cooperating?  That’s why we asked a few members of the 
GreenTree staff how they fight these cool weather blues. 

 
Laura says: “I like to use coconut oil on my skin and hair.  
Sometimes I mix in a drop of lavender essential oil for an 

extra boost.  It smells good too.” 
 

Dawn says: “Cocoa, shea, and jojoba are excellent 
moisturizers because they are natural waxes which form a 

protective barrier on the skin.  You can also try taking 
warm showers instead of hot; the warm water won’t dry 

your skin as much.” 
 

Erin says: “Apply a thin layer of olive oil before putting 
on your lotion, it works great when you really need to 

moisturize deeply.”  
 

Rachel says: “I like the Nature’s Path Hemp lotion 
because it’s mild with a soothing scent.  It’s not too floral, 

so I can wear it with perfume without it clashing.” 
 

Rudy says: “I puree dry oatmeal in a coffee grinder or 
blender and then put it in a tea bag with a few drops of 
lavender essential oil.  Just drop 
the bag into a warm bath for a 

moisturizing soak! 
 

Chris says: “Omega 3 containing 
capsules, like flax oil,  help keep 

my skin healthy from the inside.” 

A Word from the Board 
By Jay Fields, Board Chair, Co-op Owner 

 
We are on the cusp of my favorite time of the 
year—days that are warm enough to wear a t-
shirt without the need for a coat and gloves 
and evenings that are cool enough to keep 
your windows open and throw on a nice 
down comforter.   
 

The seasons in Michigan are so dramatically 
different it is easy to recognize, celebrate and 
enjoy each season.  Winter means 
snowshoeing, down hill skiing and snowboarding, sledding, 
snow ball fights, snow forts, and warming up around our 
woodstove with hot chocolate.   
 

Spring begins with mud, mud and more mud, followed by 
sprouts of green, cutting wood, and checking on the bee hives 
and equipment.   
 

Summer means camping, biking, music festivals, and back 
yard parties.   
 

Fall is coupled with celebration and preparation—celebration 
of the harvest, the cool weather, the crisp sunrises and 
sunsets and preparation for the winter—in our case putting 
up a lot of wood for the winter, putting on snow tires and 
doing an inventory of winter clothes.  One of my favorite 
things about GreenTree is how the items available at the  
Co-op are consistent with the seasons; particularly the beers 
available in the refrigerated section.    
 

I am a fan of quality beer, and I enjoy marking the season 
with various beer styles—porters and stouts in the fall and 
winter; wheat beer, light ales, and lagers in the spring and 
summer.  One of my favorite breweries will soon make an 
appearance on the shelves of GreenTree.  The New Belgium 
Brewing Company announced that it will start distributing 
its beer in Michigan.  New Belgium is based in Fort Collins, 
Colorado and is an employee-owned, environmentally 
progressive brewery (www.newbelgium.com).   
 

New Belgium, as the name implies, has a full line up of 
Belgian style beers.  Their flagship beer, Fat Tire, is a Belgian 
amber ale, that features a ballooned tired cruiser bike on the 
label.  The brewery sponsors “Tour de Fat” which celebrates 
beer, music, and the biking community.  Next time you are 
in GreenTree try a New Belgium beer and celebrate the 
season.         
 

GreenTree Board of Directors 
 

Eric Baerren:  Vice Chair  • Wilma 
Blackman • Michael Brockman• Liz Busch • 
Lyndsey Chippeway: Treasurer/Secretary • 
Mark Fairbrother • Jay Fields: Chair • Talat 

Ad Rates: 
 

 Small ad: 3.5” wide by 2.0” high: $45 per issue ($40 per 
issue for GreenTree Owners) 
 

 Large ad: 3.5” wide by 4” high: $85 ($75 per issue for 
GreenTree Owners). 
 

Space in the Winter 2012 newsletter must be reserved 
by November 15th. Ad spaces are based on a first-
come, first-serve basis depending on the layout of 
each newsletter. Payment must be received with 
camera-ready or high resolution electronic copy (jpg, 
pdf, or gif) at the time of reservation. 
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Community Partner: InnerLight, LLC 
        By Rachel Cromell, Storekeeper 

GreenTree’s newest community 
partner, InnerLight LLC, bases its 
healing arts and pain-relieving therapies 

on massage, aromatherapy, Reiki, and counseling. The 
practice was founded by Ashley Stevenson and focuses on 
providing relief from emotional, physical, or spiritual pain 
through individually-developed plans. 

 

Clients at InnerLight can come in for a single therapy 
session or take advantage of bundle pricing for regular 
sessions. Healing bodywork is an InnerLight specialty that 
includes a combination of aromatherapy, Reiki, massage, 
and therapeutic dialogue. Holistic counseling is another 
available service, and may include writing, music, collage, 
meditation, or other methods to release negativity and 
discover self-limiting thought patterns. 
 

When reading about the different services InnerLight 
offers, I had a few questions about what “Reiki” meant, so I 
asked Ashley for a definition. She said, “I personally 
understand Reiki as universal energy, or life force. We are all 
connected on some level. That connection is what I think of as 
spirit, or a collective consciousness. However, in a more logical or 
scientific manner of speaking, bioelectric impulses run through us 
all the time. This is what makes our heart pump, or digestion 
work, our neurons fire, etc. Reiki essentially works to help 
balance our inherent energy in whatever way is needed.” 
 

InnerLight was created out of Ashley’s vision of helping 
others find their inner healing capabilities. Her experiences 
in energy work combined with a counseling background 
make InnerLight uniquely suited to treating physical 
symptoms and their root problems of stress, emotional 
discomfort, or anxiety. She said, “I am very unusual in my 
field as counselor because I do not diagnose people with illnesses 
or disorders. I am a strength-based, wellness-focused therapist.” 

Ashley Stevenson has experience in numerous healing arts, 
which are described on InnerLight’s website. She says, “I 
hold a master’s degree in professional counseling, a 
bachelor’s degree in visual arts & psychology, and a 
certificate in therapeutic bodywork from the Naturopathic 
Institute of Therapies & Education. I am a Reiki II 
practitioner, I am trained in Thai Vinyasa bodywork, and 
have 200-hour level yoga instruction certification. 
Additionally, I have pursued graduate level coursework/
workshops in expressive arts therapies” 
 

InnerLight LLC is choosing to partner with GreenTree  
Co-op because it is a business founded on the idea that 
community and interconnectedness are important values. 
Ashley says, “I am a true 
believer that what we put in 
or on our bodies is important; 
therefore, I love that 
GreenTree is a provider of 
great produce and products, 
and that they strive to provide 
a lot of locally grown and 
locally made goods. This is a 
great fit for me personally, 
and for InnerLight.” 
 

Inner Light LLC is 
offering $5 off on a first session and on regular sessions 
with the presentation of a GreenTree Owner card. 

 

InnerLight LLC is located at 110 East Broadway, ste.A in 
Mount Pleasant, MI (above Total Eclipse Design.) 
InnerLight can be reached at 989-621-5171. Client 
testimonials, services, pricing, and other information can 
be found at the InnerLight website located at 
www.myinnerlight.net. 

The Book Shelf– GreenTree Owners receive 5% off any magazine 
purchase.  Phone: (989) 317-3067, Located at: 1014 S Mission Rd 
 

Buckley’s Canoes– GreenTree Owners get $5 off any weekday 
canoe rental or $3 off any weekday kayak rental.   
Phone: (989) 772-5437, E-mail: info@buckleyscanoe.com 
 

Crystal Mountain Lotus Moon- GreenTree Owners receive 10% off 
all body work services.  Offer excludes foot detox and other 
specials like community health days on the second Saturday of 
every month. Phone: (989) 817-2860,  
E-mail: crystalmountainlotusmoon@gmail.com  
 

Inner Light, LLC– Provides massage, Reiki, aromatherapy, and 
counseling services.  GreenTree Owners enjoy a $5 discount on 
their first session and on regular sessions! Offer cannot be 
combined with bundle pricing.  Phone: 989.621.5171,      
Website: www.myinnerlight.net 
 
 
 

Lavana Shurtliff Jewelry- GreenTree Owners receive 10% off any 
merchandise purchased at Lavana Shurtliff Jewelry.  Contact 
Lavana at 989-773-3801 or www.lavana.com 
 

McClaren Fitness– Will wave initial  
sign-up fee for GreenTree Owners.  Phone: 989-779-5602,  
Website: www.wcfitness.org 
 

Simmons Enterprises- Offers a 10% discount on labor (plumbing 
and contracting) to GreenTree Owners. 
Phone: 989-400-5762   E-mail: simmonsenterprises8415@yahoo.com  
 

Whitford Chiropractic Clinic- GreenTree Owners get a free initial 
consultation and exam on their first visit.   
Phone: 989-773-2534, Website: whitfordchiropractic.com 

 

If you have your own business in the Mt. Pleasant area and 
are interested in becoming a GreenTree Community Partner, 
please contact us by calling 989-772-3221 or sending an email 
to laura@greentree.coop 

Who are GreenTree’s Community Partners? 



Staff in the Spotlight 
Featuring:  Reeva Ripley, Deli Assistant, Co-op Owner 

Where are you from? 
Edmore, MI 
 

How did you first find the Co-op? 
A friend brought me on a summer day to get a drink. 
 

How long have you been working here? 
Two years in November. 
 

What is the best part of your job? 
Working with fresh, local, and organic ingredients to make 
great soup, sandwiches, and salads for the community. 
 

Do you like to cook? 
Love to cook and bake, and I am trying to refine my grilling 
skills. 

Describe your perfect 
breakfast. 
Scrambled eggs with 
sautéed kale, mushrooms, 
garlic, and parmesan 
cheese with mixed fresh 
fruit, cranberry juice, and 
Chai or green tea. 
 

What is your favorite 
GreenTree product ? 
THE LOCAL 
PRODUCE!!! And the 
bulk falafel mix is tasty. 
 

Favorite movie? 
Just one…?!?  One Flew 
Over the Cuckoo’s Nest 
 

What’s your favorite 
thing to do in Mt. 
Pleasant? 
Mt. Pleasant has good 
parks, so I like to 
bike, hike, and swim 
all around them. 
 

Tell us something about yourself others might not know. 
As a teenager I reenacted the French and Indian War as a 
Scottish Field Nurse from Gram’s 42nd Regiment. 
i 
Where are some of your favorite travel destinations? 
Anywhere with fresh flowing water. 
 

What are your hobbies?  
I like to read, bike, bake/
cook, sew, and float on the 
river. 
 

What music is playing in 
your car, home or head? 
My car is playing Led 
Zepplin, at home I have been 
listening to Jonny 
Greenwood, and my head 
plays songs that remind me 
of the day. 
i 
Where do you see yourself  
in 10 years? 
Helping to create a 
sustainable, healthy, and 
critically reflective society. 
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What Exactly is Soap Anyway?  
Continued from page 3...  
 
 

If you’re like me, then you enjoy products 
made using simple processes and time-tested 
natural ingredients. I hand-make my own 
body care items using ingredients I feel good 
about. I don’t have to worry about what’s 
being absorbed by my skin – the largest organ 
of the body. Of course, not everyone wants to 
make soap from scratch, that’s why carry 
soothing natural soaps, like the bars made by 

Soap Works, Hugo, and 
Dr. Bronner’s.   If 
something as simple as a 
bar of soap can make us 
feel content, care for our 
skin the way we want it 
cared for, and offer an 
enjoyable experience, I 
think that’s a pretty 
good start.  

Will California Mandate GMO Labeling?  Continued from page 4... 
 

Proposal 37 addresses another big issue that has been confusing 
consumers: a clarification of the term natural on food labels. The FDA 
ambiguously defined appropriate food labeling use of the term in 1993.  To 
quote the FDA’s website, "[The] FDA has not developed a definition for use of 
the term natural or its derivatives. However, the agency has not objected to the 
use of the term if the food does not contain added color, artificial flavors, or 
synthetic substances." 
i 
If passed, the language in the proposal would provide for a radical change 
in the use of the term natural, because food containing GMOs would no 
longer qualify for use of the label natural. 
i 
This proposal is backed by food Co-ops across the nation, the National 
Cooperative Grocers Association, consumer groups and organic 
producers.  As an interesting exercise, you can see the list of organizations 
who are both for and against the proposal by following these links: 
http://www.carighttoknow.org/endorsements 
http://noprop37.com/page.php?id=3 
i 
Do you believe that you have the right to know if your food has been 
genetically modified?  Start a conversation about it, engage your 
community and your Co-op on this hot-button issue! 



Did you know: 
GreenTree now has a catering menu!  

 

You can quickly and easily browse both our catering menu and the updated deli menu by visiting  
http://www.greentree.coop/deli.htm .  You’ll find we have a variety of delicious items to choose from—so 

next time you’ve got to feed a group of hungry people, why not let us do the cooking for you? 
 
  

214 N Franklin 
Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858 

www.greentree.coop 


